XXVIII SUMMER COURSE IN HUERTA DEL REY
CENTER
VALLADOLID, SPAIN
(July, 2-13th, 2018)
The “Huerta del Rey” Center presents the XXVIII International Summer Course for
gifted children. During 12 days the students will have an experience full of knowledge, fun,
effort and adventures.
Who can participate?
Boys and girls from 6 to 18 years old. For the children and teenagers that come for the
first time, they must send a copy of the Diagnosis Report to the “Huerta del Rey” Center,
where the student’s condition of gifted student is proved, by post and a phone number, and
the address of the sender.
What do we do in the Summer Course?
The course offers classes in the mornings and afternoons. They will learn a lot of
things: from robotics to orienteering, 3D printing, corporal expression, arts… There are also
some activities outside like games, swimming pool and two trips. The parents have two
Seminars inside the Parents School. Getting together with families who are going through
giftedness is enriching. In the 12 days we compress all the activities that we do in the
“Huerta del Rey” Center during the year. Children come to the Course to learn, work, think
and create. But also to have fun and live together with other children with the same concerns
and passions.
When is the Summer Course?
It is from the 2nd to the 13th of July. The classes are from 10 to 13 and 17 to 20 hours.
Where?
At the “Huerta del Rey” Center, Spain.
Why the Summer Course?
The “Huerta del Rey” Center, member of the European Talent Centre in Spain,
is a Center specialized in the identification, follow-up, training and research, being authors of
23 books and psychopedagogical material for gifted students. The fact that we work, for 29
years in the different levels previously mentioned -and linked between them- allow us to
have a wider view of the current situation of giftedness. Because of this, at the same time, we

get a better knowledge in order to optimize the development of the child or teen both from a
cognitive and social-affective perspective.
The uniqueness of the “Huerta del Rey” Center and its working methods, made it a
Center of Resources for parents, youth, proffesionals from Education, Psicology and other
related sciences. Center of Research with Psycology Doctorates, Education Sciences and
Medicine, with agreements with national and international Universities and several
Ministries.
The Educational Psychology and Social Enrichment Model (EPSEM) is based in the
study of the development differences in gifted students, in base of an identification and
exhaustive evaluation that brings the knowledge of the characteristics of each individual in
order to create an orientation and intervention regarding all kinds of factors: scholar,
emotional, motivational, social and so on.
The Ampliation Courses are given by a Team of Psychologists, Pedagogues, teachers
from all levels of Education from Primary Education to University and Specialists, counting
with the collaboration of different Public and Private organism and recognized Professionals.
It is planned in order to achieve the general and specific objectives already programmed and
known by everyone, the EPSEM, having as main goal, for longer than two decades: “It is not
about making exceptional adults, but happy children”.
How do I inscribe?
We have different modalities:
A.- Summer Course assistance: 550 €
With this option, your son or daughter will enjoy all the classes, trips and events of the
course.
B.- Assistance to the Course with full pension and meals included for accompanied
children: 1100 €
This option includes the Summer Course full experience, with hosting, breakfast,
lunch and dinner at a special Residence for all the students that come with an adult. The adult
is responsible out of class hours
C.- Assistance to the Course and full pension and meals included for older than 11
years old: 1380 €
The students between 11 and 18 years old, will participate in the Summer Course, host
and full pension at the Residence. They will have a residence Responsible person from the
“Huerta del Rey” Center.
D.- For the parents/ accompanying adult. Host and full pension 550€
If your son or daughter is young and you want to be with them during the course, we
suggest you to host in the same students residence. Here you will be able to talk with other
parents and arrange visits around Valladolid during the class hours.

E.- Assistance to the Course with lunch included: 750 €
With this option the students will go to class and have lunch at the Residence with the
other students. A responsible person from the Center will be with them will going from the
classes to the residence and the other way around.
The reservation for the assistance of the child has a deadline two months ahead the
beginning of the Course, and a pre-inscription fee must be paid for the amount of 150€ (bank
transfer to Caja España, Paseo Zorrilla 48, Valladolid 47006, España).
cc:
ES95 2108 4408 11 0033000708
the copy of the payment must be sent to the “Huerta del Rey” Center indicating, clearly, the
name of the child/teenager that is coming to the Course, the selected modality and the, if
applicable, the accompanying adult.

